Re: Editorial Entitled “Clinical Nurse Specialist as Attending Nurse”

Dear Editor,

We could not agree more strongly with Jan Fulton’s suggestion that the clinical nurse specialist (CNS) as “attending nurse” is an idea whose time has come. In our agreement, we do not imply a need for change of title or regulation but rather a recognition of stature earned. The need in hospitals and health facilities for patient care quality and safety and the development of both expertise and collaborative teamwork of nurses and other healthcare providers are clear and recognized. The CNS is well prepared as an attending nurse. However, we would not have gone to the physician literature to find the kernel of the idea. Diane Cooper, attributing the idea to her colleague Mildred Czar, wrote in 1983 that the CNS with more than 5 years of experience “should be the essence of the refined expert,” or the attending nurse. According to Cooper, CNSs should achieve the refinement, excellence, stature, and desire for learning exemplified by top attending physicians.

Later, in our book *Clinical Nurse Specialist: Implementation and Impact,* Cooper described a statue in Philadelphia named *Consultation,* which depicts a group of 5 physicians in different roles and which captures the peer esteem earned by each. The attending physician in the statue stands as a resource for others; they value his direction because it is based in deep clinical experience, and he listens and hears differently compared to the others in the group. Then Cooper envisioned a future time (now?) when a similar statue will exist but the depicted professionals will be nurses and the focal point of the statue will be the CNS—the attending nurse exuding confidence and the skill of years of direct clinical activity with patients.

The literature now yields models for attending nurses. The attending nurse model in adolescent psychiatry was developed by Niemela et al and further described by Moreau et al. Watson and Foster described the attending nurse caring model as a way to address the nursing shortage, the crisis of patient safety, and care dilemmas of our current healthcare system. We suspect that there are many more examples of effective attending nurse models.

Yes! The time is now. However, we have promulgated the idea in the past, and now it is time to publish exemplars of CNSs as attending nurses.

Sincerely,

Pamela A. Minarik, PhD(c), MS, PMHCNS-BC, FAAN
Patricia S. A. Sparacino, PhD, RN, FAAN
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